Volunteer Canada
provides its members
with a robust suite of
tangible benefits.
“In the years that I have been connected, two
significant things stand out. First is the benefit
of access to insurance. Since funding for 67 per
cent of non-profits with budgets under $100,000
is a serious consideration, the fact that our
membership allows us to access both Directors’
and Officers’ Liability and Office insurance at
rates about 50 per cent less than anything we
could resource elsewhere is HUGE! The second,
equally important benefit to me is that, as a
very small non-profit in a very big pool, very far
away from the hub (Okanagan Valley, BC,
instead of Ontario or Quebec) I feel heard and
valued. I have had access to staff that have
done their best to answer my questions and
hear, and act on, my concerns where
possible. Response has been prompt and I feel
that I have had opportunity to develop a little
bit of relationship so that I am known as an
individual and a partner. That’s important to
me, since I work with community members who
themselves are “little” and “distant” in others’
eyes because of their health and mobility
challenges and I want them to feel they are
important and valued. Volunteer Canada has
spoken my language – Value individuals. Meet
needs. Build relationship. Thanks!”
Patricia Goertzen
Executive Director

Take a look at what
some of our members
have to say:
“Volunteer Canada is the leading organization
supporting volunteerism across the country.
Having a membership provides an opportunity
to be included in the latest trends in the sector,
availability of exceptional tools & resources as
well as supporting an organization leading the
dialogue on volunteering in Canada.”
Stephanie Smith
Volunteer Program
Manager

“Initially, Breast Cancer Action became a
Volunteer Canada member because they are
affiliated with an insurance company that offers
competitive rates. Even with the membership
fees factored in, we still save a substantial
amount annually. What we did not anticipate
were the perks that came with a membership
such as an informative newsletter and a
fabulous free preview of Ajah Fundtracker with
a discounted rate for Volunteer Canada
members. I would recommend Volunteer
Canada to any non-profit organization.”
Karen L. Graszat
Executive Director

Click here if you’re ready to become a member and start reaping the benefits.

